Michael Madison and Christopher Briem: Shaping the Pittsburgh region post-pandemic

Michael Madison is a professor of law at the University of Pittsburgh who published Pittsblog, a 2004 to 2011 weblog about economic development and...

Source Pittsburgh Tribune-Review - Online - May 14, 2020

Election security experts urge Pennsylvania to begin planning for expanded mail-in voting this fall

With the Pennsylvania primary three weeks away, researchers at the University of Pittsburgh's Institute for Cyber Law, Policy and Security say the...

Source Pittsburgh Tribune-Review - Online - May 15, 2020

With colleges shuttered, more students consider gap years. But those may be disrupted, too.
Now Parra Jordan, like thousands of students across the country, is thinking about taking a gap year. "I can't make myself go to college right..."

Source  The Washington Post Online - May 14, 2020

**UPMC docs suggest "different environment" for vulnerable at school; Pittsburgh details pandemic's effects on budget**

"We don't think, over the long haul, that [keeping schools closed is] a very sustainable approach," said Dr. Donald M. Yealy, chairman of the...

Source  PublicSource.org - May 14, 2020

**The Race for a Coronavirus Vaccine**

"...Duprex, director of the Center for Vaccine Research at the University of Pittsburgh. "Why is it slow? Because it has to be really safe. We..."

Source  Spectrum News Central New York Online - May 14, 2020

**The Cybersecurity 202: Commission that pushed a cybersecurity overhaul hopes coronavirus boosts the effort**

States should also launch aggressive campaigns to combat voter disinformation, update election contingency plans and steer clear of online voting...

Source  The Washington Post Online - May 15, 2020

**Scientists Create Textile Coating That Can Repel Viruses And Prevent Liquids From Sticking**

After several months, researchers from the LAMP Lab at the University Of PittsburghSwanson School of Engineering say they may have found a...

Source  International Business Times - May 14, 2020

**New collection sheds lights on legacy of Millvale church muralist, Maxo Vanka**
...Rhor, director and chief curator of the University Art Gallery at the *University of Pittsburgh*. Rhor is currently focusing her research on...

Source Pittsburgh City Paper Online - May 14, 2020

**Many high school seniors in the "class of COVID" are rethinking their college plans**

...planning to do any of those things in the fall. Instead of starting at the *University of Pittsburgh* as planned, she's taking a gap year,...

Source  Marketplace Online - American Public Media - May 14, 2020

**Coronavirus Employment Shock Hits Women Harder Than Men**

Stefania Albanesi, a University of Pittsburgh professor of economics, found that women account for about 77% of workers in occupations that require...

Source  The Wall Street Journal Online - May 15, 2020

**As labs move to reopen, safety worries abound**

...SARS-CoV-2. Microbiologist Carolyn Coyne runs a 10-person lab at the *University of Pittsburgh*, where she studies how viruses infect the...

Source  Science Online - May 14, 2020

**A movie ticket or 'impossible to overpay'? Experts offer price for remdesivir**

...who heads the Center for Pharmaceutical Policy and Prescribing at the *University of Pittsburgh*, the next task will be setting a definition...

Source  STAT - May 15, 2020